PALATIAL PROPORTIONS
AND
INDULGENT AMENITIES

HERITAGE WITH A MODERN EDGE
Originally designed by Henry Budden and Nicholas Mackey,
the building’s elaborate use of marble, travertine, terrazzo, and
ceramic finishes reflects the stature of the M.W.S. & D. at the time,
with this collection of high-quality materials now increasingly rare
in buildings. A stunning revival of inter-war period architecture that
captures a unique period in history the building was deservedly
listed on the New South Wales State Heritage Register in 2002.
Today, this architectural icon has begun a new chapter as the
home of Kimpton Margot Sydney. The hotel honours the spirit
of this heritage treasure while bringing it into the modern day
through inspired, eclectic design and thoughtful programming
that together highlight the building’s unique historic spaces. In
harmoniously marrying the old with the new and offering not just
a hotel but a destination for shared experiences, Kimpton Margot
Sydney captures the zeitgeist of a vibrant and cosmopolitan 21stcentury city.

SIGNATURE 					
			
SUITES
We know it’s the little things that make all the
difference, so our comfortable and stylish Signature
Suites offer premium amenities and plenty of attentive
touches that you might not expect. First, there’s the
plush beds topped with eco linens, airy and stylish
bathrooms, all with bathtubs; most with double
vanities, and convenient technology including fast
Wi-Fi and a smart TV with Chromecast.
Then, there’s the Nespresso coffee machines,
sophisticated modern furniture, bronze accents that
nod to the building’s Art Deco heritage and whimsical
wall art. To top it all off, there’s complimentary Yoga
with mats on request, natural Australian Mr Smith
bath amenities, a locally inspired minibar and even a
curated nightcap menu.

HAMMOND SUITE

Up the ante at Kimpton Margot Sydney in the
Hammond Suite that boasts apartment-sized
proportions, designer furnishings and a separate
lounge area. The pinnacle of the hotel, this suite sits
high above the hotel occupying 160m2 overlooking
Wilmot Lane.
Prioritising pampering, the Hammond Suite is suited
with the most luxurious bathroom featuring a double
marble vanity and free-standing bathtub.
Transform the free-standing bath into a spa-style
experience with native bath salts, a drink off the bath
cocktail list and the soothing sounds of a Kimpton
playlist and let our expert hosts set up the most
indulgent soak yet.

BUDDEN SUITE

The thoughtfully designed Budden Suite is a veritable
70m2 sanctuary in the city overlooking Pitt Street
and offers all the comforts of your home, at ours.
Plush furnishings, striking bronze accents and a floorwall lined marble bathroom creates a harmoniously
eclectic hideaway amid the hustle-bustle.
One of the jewels in our crown, the Budden Suite
includes a sumptuously spacious living area with
decadent lounging to sink into after a day of
exploring the bustling Sydney CBD.

MACKEY SUITE

Nestled amid modern marvels in a corner position of the
hotel, Mackey Suites put you in a prized position and easy
reach of everything you need.
Perched on Kimpton Margot’s top floor the Mackey Suite
boasts 90m2 of extravagance, along with an exceptional
King-sized bed dressed in premium eco bedding, sure to
deliver a sound night’s sleep.
Settle into the Mackey Suite, a luxurious room with a touch
of whimsy.

ONE BEDROOM		
					SUITES
Housed in a treasured heritage-listed building
hailing from the 1930s, Kimpton Sydney melds Art
Deco spirit with a whimsical modern touch to create
a distinct sense of style.
Kick back in Kimpton Margot Sydney’s One
Bedroom Suites; your inner-city sanctuary that
showcases serene contemporary design with a
dash of Art Deco - a nod to the building’s heritage.
Attentive touches abound from curated modern art,
an eclectic mini-bar nightcap selection, to espresso
machines and local teas.

CORNER SUITE
Offering generous proportions of 74m2, the light-filled
Corner Suite is as comfortable as it is stylish.
Contemporary furniture and bronze accents create an air
of sophistication, with whimsical wall art from international artists and Art Deco flourishes adding a warmth more
akin to home than a hotel.
True to Kimpton style, from our signature bed and lavish
bedding sets to plush towels and sparkling bar ware, we
bring irreverent Kimpton style to our Corner Suites.

margot
		SUITE
The Margot Suite occupies 61m2 of luxury in the
heart of midtown.
Mingle at the evening social hour, attend one of our
carefully curated pop-up events or simply retire to
your stylish room showcasing plush comfort along
with thoughtful, surprising touches.

ONE KING BED
SUITE
Sun-drenched with natural light, the living room of
the One King Bed Suite is a destination unto itself,
emanating a style and warmth as memorable as
the hotel’s social spaces below making it the
perfect sanctuary and escape from the bustling
Sydney CBD.
Plus, a sumptuous bed, oversized bathrooms with
natural Mr. Smith Australian amenities and smart
TV with Chromecast streaming ensure quality
downtime when you need it most.

A: 339 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia
P: +61 2 8027 8000
E: reservations@kimptonmargotsydney.com
W: kimptonhotels.com/sydney

